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          The following report is part of a dissertation paper “A comparative study of US franchisors
performing on Central and Eastern European markets: entry strategies, implementation issues
and market adaptation” to defend a PhD degree in Management. It is generated to summarize
the results from a survey distributed among franchisees in Central and Eastern Europe, who
have adopted a US franchise concept.  The survey is questioning companies’ performance and
experience.
 
          The participants in the survey are franchise managers of 89 American franchise
companies from the following countries: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia and Slovenia in the following industries: Automotive, Business
services, Children related industries, Commercial cleaning, Education, Financial services, Food,
Fitness and Beauty, Health care, Home improvement, Internet & Technology, Real Estate,
Retail, Restoration, Senior care, Sports, Travel and Other. To identify the franchisors, two
sources were used: International Franchise Association’s website (www.franchise.org) and
Entrepreneur’s magazine Franchise 500 annual ranking.  Contacts of 459 CEE franchisees were
found. The questionnaire was sent in English via email to the franchise managers. Despite the
language barrier, among all 459, 62 responded to the survey between January 2013 and March
2013, which represents 13.51% response rate.
 
          The survey consisted of 26 descriptive and standard questions: open text, single and
multiple choice. The responses were analyzed using graphs and tables. Cross tabulation was
applied to test the dependence between some of the data sets. Identifying correlation between
certain variables helped describe evidences and distinguish trends.
 
          The results tend to represent a brief cross-industry snapshot of the CEE franchisees who
bought an American franchise. In addition to this report, a similar one was prepared based on a
survey distributed among the US franchisors, to research the franchisor standpoint as well.
Franchise executives, franchise consultants and franchisees might use the data and the analysis
of both reports to enhance their performance. Insights might facilitate taking strategic decision,
understanding the market specifics and comparing with the competitors.
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and Fulbright Scholarship. Deepest gratitude to prof. Kathryn Harrigan, prof. Yordan Koev,
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1 2 4.17%
2 8 16.67%
3 2 4.17%
4 1 2.08%
5 4 8.33%
6 0 0.00%
7 11 22.92%
8 1 2.08%
9 1 2.08%
10 0 0.00%
11 1 2.08%
12 7 14.58%
13 1 2.08%
14 1 2.08%
15 0 0.00%
16 1 2.08%
17 6 12.50%
18 1 2.08%

48 100.00%

# Answer Bar Responses %
Automotive
Business services
Children related industries
Commercial cleaning
Education
Financial services
Food
Fitness and beauty
Health care
Home improvement
Internet and technology
Real estate
Retail
Restoration
Senior care
Sports
Travel services
Other
Total

         The data represents the US franchises divided by industry, using the classification of
Entrepreneur magazine’s Franchise 500 annual ranking. Food industry represents one fourth of
the responses combining coffee shops, ice cream and frozen yogurt vendors, traditional and
fast-food restaurants. Second ranked are the business services. No respondents were identified
in the Home improvement, Senior care and Financial services industries. That snapshot differs
from the US classification where Food industries still prevail (34% according to IFA’s outlook
report from 2012), but other industries are more harmonically presented in the graph.

Franchises by industry
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76.09%

17.39%

6.52%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

constant

seasonal

occasional

Total

          Bellow, we are reviewing how CEE franchisees are describing the demand of the
product/service they offer. Three ranges were used to capture their perception: constant,
occasional and seasonal. The constant demand dominates the answers (76.09%), which might
be an evidence that CEE markets are highly sensitive to adopt the concept of big, well-known
companies, with stable consumption. In most cases, that minimizes the risk of failure and
unprofitability of the franchisees.

          Compared to 82.86% of the franchisors determining their products/services to have a
constant demand, fewer franchisees agree the demand to be as stable. The disproportion might
be explained with the evidence that in the parent country, franchisor's recognition of the
product/service can generate higher demand.

When did you sign the franchise agreement? Demand of the product/service
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Mean Value 1.46 1.53
Variance 0.25 0.25
Standard Deviation 0.5 0.5

Statistic Experience Other businesses

          The following data set represents answers of the questions: “Do you have any previous
experience in this industry?” and “Do you have any other businesses?”, as well as a correlation graph
drawn from both questions. The results show no significant evidence for interdependence between
previous experience and commitment to the franchise business. 

Correlation between the experience and operation of other businesses

Previous experience in the industry                                                                               Other existing businesses
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89.13%

10.87%

100.00%

Answer %

Yes

No

Total

          In the following question the franchise managers were asked whether they are directly
involved in the business. 89.13% positive replies were generated, which indicates, that the
franchise business requires a serious commitment of the franchisee.  

          On the other hand, asked the same question, 100% of US franchisors indicate that
franchisees are directly involved in the business. The disproportion may come from the fact that,
some of the franchisees employed a manager to execute and supervise the operations in the
franchise outlet, while they might be involved in another business activity. While franchisors are
expecting a full commitment as a guarantee for efficiency, some of the franchisees are trying to
escape from being fully engaged in the franchise activities.

Commitment to the business
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41.30%

28.26%

15.22%

15.22%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 5

6 - 15

16 - 30

more than 30

Total

          For the following question CEE franchisees were asked to classify the number of
employees in one outlet into four ranges: 0-5, 6-15, 15-30 and over 30. The responses of this
question are very interesting to analyze. Even though there is no answer to significantly prevail,
probably due to diversity among the industries and the specific franchise models, franchisees
employing between 0-5 people have a convincing share of 41.30%.  Asked the same question,
US franchisors note different results to some extent: 31.25% for the “0-5” range, and 28.12%
compared to 15.22% for the CEE franchisees on the “over 30” range.  The graph bellow is
revealing the disproportion. That might be an evidence that CEE franchisees are employing less
people than franchisors require. 

Number of people employed in one unit
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21.74%

6.52%

6.52%

0.00%

19.57%

19.57%

26.09%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

Internet research

Advertisement

Franchise associations

Social media

Reference/recommendation

I was approached by the franchisor

Other

Total

          This data set summarizes the answers to the question: “How did you learn about this
franchise opportunity?”. It can be noted, that there’s not a dominant selection, which means that
prospective franchisees use many and different channels to research the franchise opportunities.
Considering that responses like franchise associations, advertisement and social media
comprise 13.04% altogether, we may conclude that prospective franchisees are rather active
than passive in the selection process.  

How CEE franchisees discovered the franchise opportunity
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39.53%

44.19%

16.28%

100.00%

Answer %

0 - 6 months

6 - 12 months

longer than 12
months

Total

          The following statistics show how franchisees define the time period between the first
contact with the franchisor and launching the franchise outlet. This includes the approach,
disclosing the information, negotiations, agreement signing, initial training, site development and
implementing the business model. Approximately half of the franchisees open a franchise outlet
between 6 months and a year after the initial franchise inquiry, and for more than one third of
them this takes less than 6 months. Compared with the same responses answered by the US
franchisors, we can outline that for CEE franchisees adopting the franchise concept is not that
gradual and moderate strategic process. Probably motivated to generate profits and return their
investment faster, they tend to rush the launching of the franchise outlet.

Time period between the inquiry and the launching of the outlet
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0.00%

4.76%

40.48%

19.05%

35.71%

100.00%

Answer %

0 - 5000$

5001 - 15 000$

15 001 - 50 000$

50 001 - 100 000$

over 100 000$

Total

          The total financial investment including initial fees, special equipment and licenses if
needed was divided in five ranges: 0-5000$, 5001-15 000$, 15 001-50 000$, 50 001-100 000 and
over 100 000$. More than one third of the respondents calculate the investment in the 15 001-50
000$ range, and about one third declare to have invested more than 100 000$. The data differs
from the responses received from the US franchisors, where more two thirds of them (77.14%)
require more than 100 000$ to be invested.  

Total investment
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41.86%

27.91%

16.28%

11.63%

2.33%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

% of sales

i am not
charged an
advertising
fee

fixed fee

other

mark-up

Total

76.74%

16.28%

6.98%

0.00%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

% of sales

fixed fee

other

mark-up

Total

The following two data sets represent how US franchisors determine their franchise fees: royalty
and advertising fee. The majority of the CEE franchisees are charged based on their sales
performance. Advertisement fee is optional and mark-up method is very rare. The results are
quite similar with those received from the US franchisors.

How is determined the advertising fee? Royalty fee

Advertising fee
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2.33%

34.88%

20.93%

41.86%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 3 years

3 - 5 years

5 - 10 years

more than 10 years

Total

          In the graph and table results bellow, we can see how CEE franchisees ranged the
duration of the initial franchise agreement in four sections: 0-3 years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, more
than 10 years. We also consider that renewal is a common franchise practice. Almost half of the
franchises (41. 86%) require a commitment longer than ten years. Summarizing the answers 5-
10 and over 10 years (72.79%), we can definitely conclude that adopting a US franchise concept
is a long-term business venture bound by the agreement signed.

Validity period of the franchise agreement
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77.27%

22.73%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

Yes

No

Total

44.68%

55.32%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

Yes

No

Total

Multiunit operation

Exclusive territory rights
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Min Value 1 1

Max Value 2 2

Mean Value 1.23 1.55

Variance 0.18 0.25

Standard Deviation 0.42 0.5

Statistic Exclusivity Multiunit operation

          The following data represents the interdependence between the right to operate more than
one franchise unit and the exclusive territory rights in the franchise agreement. It was not found a
stable and strong correlation between those two variables, despite the results shown in the
answers of US franchisors. It can be assumed that, in order to achieve efficient market coverage,
US franchisors are willing to grant a specific geographic area to one franchisee, which has to
explore the market and build a strong presence, in many cases with more than one outlet. But
then still, franchisees seem to be more moderate in exploring the market.

Correlation between exclusivity and multiunit operation
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45.45%

25.00%

15.91%

11.36%

2.27%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

in franchisor's headquarters

On-site

in company-owned or franchised outlet

other

in a special training center

Total

Providing an initial training is mandatory for 96.97% of the franchisors. The location of the
training process varies. While almost half of the franchisees were trained in the franchisor's
headquarters (45.45%), one fourth of them were visited by a trainer on-site. Special training
center is not that common case (2.27%). 

Initial training location
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52.38%

26.19%

21.43%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 2 weeks

2 - 6 weeks

longer than 6 weeks

Total

          In the following question CEE franchisees were asked to classify the duration of the initial
training cycle into three ranges: 0-2 weeks, 2-6 weeks, longer than 6 weeks. Here also we can
note that depending on the different industries and business concepts, the duration varies. For
more than two thirds (77.57%) of the franchisees the initial training takes no longer than six
weeks, and more than half of them (52.38%) were trained for less than two weeks.

Duration of training cycle
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41 93.18%

40 90.91%

27 61.36%

27 61.36%

27 61.36%

21 47.73%

16 36.36%

8 18.18%

5 11.36%

212 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

operations manual

initial training

ongoing trainings

software

advertising materials

on-site development

equipment

development of local strategy

financial assistance

Total

          For the following multi choice question franchisees were asked to specify the provisions
delivered by the franchisor along with the franchise agreement. Almost all of them were provided
with operations manual (93.18%) and initial training (90.91%). Approximately two thirds of them
(61.36%) benefit from ongoing trainings, corporate software and advertising materials. It can be
noted that provisions requiring an investment and on-site undertaking from the franchisor, are
not that popular. 

Provisions along with the franchise agreement
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Min Value 1 1
Max Value 10 9
Mean Value 5.13 4.92
Variance 6.12 5.98
Standard Deviation 2.47 2.45
Total Responses 212 212
Total Respondents 33 44

Statistic US franchisors CEE franchisees

          The graph bellow represents the disproportion between how franchisors describe and how
franchisees perceive the provisions provided along with the franchise agreement. It is interesting
to analyze that same number of responses (212) were received from 33 franchisors and 44
franchisees, which is an evidence that either franchisor are delivering less features, or
franchisees don’t recognize or seize all of them. The biggest discrepancy might be distinguished
in the assistance provided to develop a local strategy, where 63.64% of the franchisors acclaim
to support the franchisees, but only 18.18% of them say that they were actually being helped
with that. A significant imbalance can also be found when speaking about ongoing trainings and
advertising materials, where 26.25% disproportion is noted.

Correlation between franchise provisions perceived by US franchisors and CEE franchisees
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28 82.35%

25 73.53%

23 67.65%

21 61.76%

6 17.65%

103 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

On-site
regular visits

Ongoing
trainings

Phone
consultations

Online
consultations

Other

Total

24 57.14%

22 52.38%

20 47.62%

17 40.48%

83 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

online
consultations

training
programs

phone
consultations

on-site
regular visits

Total

          In the following multi choice question CEE franchisees were asked to specify how the
franchisor monitors their performance. 83 responses were received, which indicates that the
majority of them are monitored by one or two methods. Even though there is not a significant
selection to prevail over the responses, we can indicate that more than half of them are
monitored via consecutive training and online consultation. Compared with the answers of the
same question given by the franchisors, we can note that franchisors acclaim to monitor
franchisee’s performance by using approximately three methods. Here again a discrepancy
might be outlined, in which franchisees perceive weaker monitoring of their performance.

Monitoring

US FranchisorsCEE Franchisees
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60.00%

32.50%

7.50%

0.00%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

Monthly

Weekly

Annually

Daily

Total

          Here CEE franchisees were asked how often they report to the franchisors. Approximately
two third of them (60%) report once a month their performance and one third is sending weekly
reports. Neither annual, nor daily reporting (evidence of very loose or very firm control) is a
common practice. 

Frequency of reporting
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57.14%

30.95%

11.90%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

rather independent

independent

rather dependent

Total

          In the following question CEE franchisees were asked to describe the perception of
independence in the franchise relationship in three ranges: dependent, rather independent and
independent. More than half of them (57.14%) are feeling rather independent and only 11.90%
noted they feel rather dependent. We can conclude than adopting a US franchise grants
significant freedom in the operations for CEE franchisees. 

Independence in the franchise relationship
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27 62.79%

16 37.21%

16 37.21%

15 34.88%

15 34.88%

10 23.26%

3 6.98%

102 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

strong competition

low demand of the product/service

high expenses

high franchise fees/investment

low profit

lack of liquid cash

weak marketing

Total

         

         For the following question CEE franchisees were asked to appoint the major problems in
their business. 102 responses were received, in which strong competition was defined by
approximately two thirds of the managers (62.79%) as the most indicative issue. Low demand
and profit, along with high fees and expenses, were specified by one third of the franchisees as
major problems. 

Major problems
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25 64.10%

19 48.72%

9 23.08%

7 17.95%

6 15.38%

5 12.82%

71 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

more advertising

lower fees

more training

other

more regular visits from the franchisor

more phone/online consultations

Total

          Questioned about how their current franchise performance might be improved, 71
responses were received. According to most of the franchisees, the strong competition, high
expenses and low demand & profit could be overcome with more advertising and lower franchise
fees. It can be outlined that not so many of them believe franchisor’s visits, trainings and
consultations to have such an impact on improving their performance.

Recommendations to improve the performance
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52.38%

33.33%

9.52%

4.76%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Total

         The following results bellow, reveal the level of satisfaction among franchisees with their
choice of franchisor. One third of them declare to be very satisfied and more than one half of
them are satisfied with their choice. Summarizing the two responses, we sum up with 85.71%,
which is an evidence that satisfaction among CEE franchisees is significant.  

Overall satisfaction
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70.45%

13.64%

6.82%

6.82%

2.27%

0.00%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

You will start the same business with the same franchisor

You will start the same business on your own

You will start in different industry on your own

other

You will stay employed

You will start in different franchise industry

Total

         The last graph represents the results from the single choice question: “If you had the
chance to start all over again, what would you do?” That so-called “second chance alternative”
faces the possibility to change the industry or the franchisor, to stay employed or to start as a
self-entrepreneur. Affronted with such a possibility, the majority of the franchisees will choose
again to buy the same franchise from the same franchisor, which confirm again the high levels of
satisfaction among CEE franchisees. 

"Second chance" alternative
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-        Food industry represents one fourth of all the American franchises in CEE
-        CEE markets are highly sensitive to adopt the concept of big sized, well-known companies,
with stable consumption
-        Fewer franchisees than franchisors agree the demand to be as stable
-        The franchise business requires a serious commitment of the franchisee. There is no
significant interdependence though between previous experience and commitment to the
business
-        While franchisors are expecting a full commitment as a guarantee for efficiency, some of
the franchisees are trying to escape from being fully engaged in the franchise activities
-        CEE franchisees are employing less people than franchisors require
-        CEE franchisees are rather active when researching and approaching a US franchisor.
They use many and different channels
-        They tend to rush the launching of the franchise outlet, probably motivated to generate
profits and return their investment faster
-        More than one third of the franchisees calculate the investment to be between 15 001 and
50 000$, and about one third declare to have invested more than 100 000$
-        The majority of the CEE franchisees are charged based on their sales performance
-        Adopting a US franchise concept is a long-term business venture 
-       Franchisees seem to be more moderate in exploring the market and opening more than one
outlet
-        For more than two thirds of the franchisees the initial training takes no longer than six
weeks, and more than half of them were trained for less than two weeks. The location of the
training process varies
-        Almost all franchisees received operations manual and initial training along with the
franchise agreement. Provisions requiring an investment and on-site undertaking from the
franchisor, are not that popular.
-        Either franchisor are delivering less features, or franchisees don’t recognize or seize all of
them. Franchisees also perceive weaker monitoring of their performance
-        Most franchisees report monthly. Neither annual, nor daily reporting is a common practice
-        Adopting a US franchise grants significant freedom in the operations for CEE franchisees
-       Strong competition is defined by approximately two thirds of the franchisees as a major
problem in their business
-       CEE franchisees need more advertising and lower franchise fees. Not so many of them
believe franchisor’s visits, trainings and consultations to have such an impact on improving their
performance
-        Satisfaction among CEE franchisees is significant and if they can start all over again, the
majority of the franchisees will choose again to buy the same franchise from the same
franchisor.

* These conclusions are drawn from the responses received. They don't claim 100% scientific
validity.

Conclusions*


